§ 1256.40
Assistant Archivist for Records Services—Washington, DC, or their designated representatives, compose the Board of Review for appeals relating to donated historical materials.
(b) The board’s decision is final. If the board cannot make a determination on your request within 30 working days of receipt, NARA informs you of the reason for the delay. If the board determines that a document should remain closed, you may not file a new appeal for two years. Similarly, you may not file an appeal on documents in collections that have been open for research for less than 2 years.
(c) In some cases, the donor or his representative may reserve the right to determine whether the donor’s materials, a series, or a document or portions of it should remain closed; you cannot appeal such decisions.
(d) For information on filing appeals for requests made under mandatory review of White House originated information, see §1260.62 of this chapter.

Subpart D—General Restrictions
§ 1256.40 What are general restrictions?
General restrictions apply to certain kinds of information or classes of records, regardless of the record group to which the records have been allocated. These general restrictions may apply to records and materials not covered by the Freedom of Information Act. The general restrictions are listed and explained in §§1256.46 through 1256.62.

§ 1256.42 Who imposes general restrictions?

§ 1256.44 Does NARA ever waive general restrictions?
NARA may provide access to records withheld under a general restriction only to:
(a) NARA employees for work purposes;
(b) The creating agency or its authorized agent in the conduct of agency business;
(c) The donor, in the case of donated historical materials; or
(d) The subject of the records in some cases or the subject’s authorized agent.

§ 1256.46 National security-classified information.
In accordance with 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(1), NARA cannot disclose records containing information regarding national defense or foreign policy that is properly classified under the provisions of the pertinent Executive Order on Classified National Security Information and its implementing directive (Executive Order 12958, as amended).

§ 1256.48 Information about internal agency rules and practices.
(a) NARA may withhold from disclosure, in accordance with 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(2), the following:
(1) Records that contain information on substantial internal matters of agencies that, if disclosed, could risk circumvention of a legal requirement, such as a statute or an agency regulation.
(2) Records containing information that states or assesses an agency’s vulnerability to outside interference or harm. NARA withholds records that identify agency programs, systems, or facilities deemed most sensitive. NARA also withholds records describing specific measures that can be used to counteract such agency vulnerabilities.
(b) The Archivist of the United States may determine that this general restriction does not apply to specific records because enough time has passed that agency statutes or regulations would not be compromised and programs, systems, and facilities would not be harmed.

§ 1256.50 Information exempted from disclosure by statute.
In accordance with 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(3), NARA withholds records containing information that is specifically exempted from disclosure by statute when that statute:
(a) Requires withholding information from the public, leaving no discretion; or
(b) Establishes particular criteria for withholding or refers to particular types of matters to be withheld.